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Free Essay: Human Resources and Organizational Strategy Introduction Organizational success or failure is dependent
on a myriad of variables that can be.

Negative effects of the Human Resource Department on employees The establishment of Human resource
departments has some negative impact to the employees. However, in recent years, the connection of human
capital to financial performance has been well recognized. It is pretty clear that the human resource functions
within firms are responsible for making decisions related to employees and also are responsible for understand
that certain decisions made could set a precedent within the entire company Training of workers to a level that
their output meets the required standards is necessary if the organizational goals are to be met. In chapter 1 of
the text, the author shows an overview of human resource management and strategic human resource
management. The key behind any Human resource department is the organizational devotion towards availing
of efficient procedures, policies and people-friendly guidelines that will give support to the company Cole, 
This system includes activities undertaken to attract, develop, and maintain an effective workforce. Well
Human Resource Management is the overall process that deals with how Human Resources manages their
employees as well as different issues that can come across within the organization. This is a challenge because
planning becomes difficult. Wages and Salaries HR compensation specialists develop realistic compensation
structures that set company wages competitive with other businesses in the area, in the same industry or
companies competing for employees with similar skills. Competitiveness has been used most recently to
describe the overall economic performance of a nation, particularly its level of productivity, its ability to
export its goods and services, and its maintenance of a high standard of living for its citizens". Maintaining
Compliance HR workers ensure that the organization complies with federal state employment laws. It is a
challenging and yet rewarding field to work in. With this ever evolving environment, business culture has to
adapt to change and with it Human Resource Management HRM needs to change as the business environment
changes. Of, characterized by, or advocating democracy: democratic government; a democratic union. That it
is natural for humans to disagree with each and that we must come to some type of conclusion that may
benefit one side of the argument over the other. This is where risk management comes into the equation of
project management. They also monitor compliance with applicable laws for organizations that receive federal
or state government contracts, through maintaining applicant flow logs, written affirmative action plans and
disparate impact analyses. Identify and discuss six competitive challenges facing organizations as it relates to
human resources management departments. I will discuss HR process of testing application on their ability to
perform the job and credit reports use to determine if the candidate is a good or bad candidate to hire. An
increasingly competitive environment, many companies turn to human resources HR in order to stay in
business and achieve goals, and maintain profitability. Usually, when an organization is going under
receivership, employees are the first victim as there is reduced employee compensation, which may in acute
scenarios deny them their basic livelihood. Job satisfaction can be influenced by a person 's ability to complete
required tasks, the level of communication in an organization, and the way management treats employees.
Plans are prepared, but the implementation is the most important part. However, in recent years, the
connection of human capital to financial performance has been well recognized. According to Beer et al. Now
one would think that this process would be smooth sailing; someone comes in inquiries about a job posting
and the requirements for the job.


